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Program Aim

Features

The programme is aimed at training academic staff
for the world economy and International economic
relations spheres, as well as highly skilled
employees in the field of foreign economic activity
that would be able to manage effectively
companies’ foreign economic activities, reduce
risks, improve planning and management of foreign
economic activities in compaies, state institutions,
municipal and regional departments.
The unique character of Master students training
within the World Economy programme is based on
research potential and teaching experience of the
International Economic Relations Department.
Job Prospects

The main focus is made on achieving the high level
of theoretical and expert knowledge as well as
specific economic analysis skills based on in-depth
theoretical training; learning foreign languages is
another important factor which gives a better
understanding of international economic processes
and integration into the world economy.

Graduates of the Master’s degree programme
“World Economy” will be able to work as foreign
economic relations experts within federal and
regional authorities, analysts and managers in
companies having international business activities.
They will also be able to do teaching and research
work at universities and research institutions.
Programme Feedback

Our graduates have the following skills:
-

Students who have completed our Master’s degree
programme and defended their Master’s thesis
have the following professional knowledge and
skills:
-

-

Elena Shmoilova, Master student, study field
“Economics”:
Master studies give a chance to do research in the
economic sphere that I find really interesting – global gas business analysis.
In my Master’s thesis “The Study of Global Oil and
Gas Business Development” I monitor the current
state of oil and gas market, do dynamic analysis and
data time correction, conduct monitoring of oil and
gas market and energy prices. It’s very exciting.
Entrance Exams
World Economy and International Relations
Foreign Language

organizational and managerial skills;
financial and analytical skills;

forecasting international trade markets
environment;
developing control measures at micro- and
macroeconomic levels according to the social
and economic development dynamics in the
country and its regions;
advising on strategy and tactics of international
trade and financial transactions;
foreign economic strategic planning and
forecasting foreign economic activities of a
company, state organization, municipal and
regional entity;
providing comprehensive consulting services
using new organizational and economic
approaches and techniques for foreign
economic departments staff.
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